Two main trends have appeared in the market in recent years. On one side, you have those juniors who have learnt to navigate the low cycle through innovative business models, mostly aiming at generating cash-flow. On the other, the few juniors left with good assets and access to finance have benefited from much better market conditions to keep advancing their projects. This is an overview of the main companies active across the different niches of the business in Peru.

**GOLD PROCESSING**

Cash-flow generating models go from developing small mining operations with the support of contractors and third party mills, like Lupaka Gold and PPX Mining are doing, to the capital participation in toll processing businesses, following the successful model of Dynacor. Inca One Gold Corp and more recently Montan Mining and Duran Ventures have been investing in the development of mineral processing facilities in Peru.

Last year, Dynacor completed the construction of its new, 300 mt/d mill in Chala, Peru. The company processed third-party ores for a production of 73,500 oz/y last year, and expects to reach between 88,000 to 92,000 oz/y in 2017. “Our mill is built to the specified ore in the Peruvian mines in order to maximize the recovery rate. Over the years we have built up our knowledge and learned how to process the ore efficiently, blending the material in the best possible way to improve our production results,” said Jean Martineau, president and CEO of Dynacor. Martineau explained that Dynacor’s model involved financing the company’s exploration with the profit from the gold processing, thereby avoiding dilution to its shareholders.

Inca One Gold has also invested in a gold processing business in Peru, although in this case the company does no exploration. After a rocky start with delays to obtain the local tax rebates the company was entitled to, Inca One is finally on track to process 100 mt/d at their Chala One plant in Arequipa. “We are processing high grade gold ore with more than 20 g/mt, so it does not take a lot of tonnage to have significant cash-flow. This year our revenues will be between $20 million and $30 million. The expectation is that we will be able to process 30,000 to 35,000 mt/y over the May 2017-April 2018 fiscal period,” said Ed Kelly, CEO of Inca One Gold.
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**Project Development: Picking Up**

*After years of very low market conditions, it is refreshing to see project developers and junior explorers coming back to life*
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Kelly described the new formalization process for artisanal miners as “the most exciting piece to the business right now.” Although the impact of this new process remains to be seen (previous efforts were highly ineffective), Kelly says there is a pool of more than 15,000 informal miners that could become formal suppliers: “Funnily enough, gold exports in Bolivia and Chile have increased over the last few years, even if no new licenses have been granted in those countries. Obviously, that gold is actually being produced in Peru’s black market. Once these miners are formalized, we will be able to buy ore from them,” emphasized Kelly.

**GOLD PROJECT DEVELOPMENT**

With gold prices at stable levels and with Peru’s very competitive cost position in gold production, the market is hungry for new deposits. The prolific north-central mineralized belt is one of the main areas of interest according to the amount of mining concessions granted there over the last year.

Thomas Larsen, chairman and CEO of Eloro Resources, who are drilling the La Victoria property in Ancash this year, gave more details about these developments: “We now control 80 square km, adjoining Newmont to the south, which recently acquired a major land position. Also Barrick, Anglo American and Fresnillo staked ground in the nearby areas. Last July, First Quantum had also acquired a big land position to our eastern border, so there is a large audience in the area at this point.”

Eloro has recently signed an agreement with an Australian company, Cott Oil and Gas, that is funding expenditures for C$2 million to earn a 10% interest in the project and have the option to spend an additional C$3 million to obtain a 25% stake. La Victoria, located in Ancash, includes an epithermal gold system running 1.2 km vertically that Jim Steel, Eloro’s senior corporate advisor, considers to have the same geological setting as Shahuindo.

“We are permitted for 8,000 meters at La Victoria and the drilling campaign should take us through mid-2018. In parallel to this, we are doing a lot of preliminary geophysics and sampling on the Ccori Orcco concession to prove the continuity of the mineralized system from 4,200 meters at San Markito to 3,000 meters at Rufina, and potentially deeper. We will also be doing fieldwork south of Rufina, towards the Newmont concessions.”

Thomas Larsen, chairman and CEO, Eloro Resources
We will also be doing fieldwork south of Ru-fina, towards the Newmont concessions. It is going to be a very active period for Eloro over the next 16 months,” said Larsen.

Meanwhile, Lupaka Gold is advancing towards production at the Invicta property. The company suffered delays to sign the access agreements with the local communities, and was further delayed earlier this year with the Coastal Niño floods in the area, but financing is in place –$6.1 million provided by Pandion Mine Finance in a gold prepayment agreement. The plan is to ramp up production using mining contractors this year.

“At 350 mt/d we have enough resources to be in production for around 10 years,” said Gordon Ellis, chairman and CEO of Lupaka Gold. “Maybe we could acquire an existing plant, or it may make more sense for us to build a plant up on site. There are half a dozen plants within a reasonable trucking distance that are quite willing and competing to process our ore,” he added.

On top of Invicta, which will be the key project to generate cash-flow, Lupaka has a joint venture with Hochschild for exploration at the Josnitoro copper property. Through geophysics they want to define targets to start drilling. Lupaka also owns Crucero, a project with an in-pit resource of 2.1 million oz of gold where Lupaka would like a buyer or a joint venture partner to take over.

**THE COPPER FEVER**

As Peru continues to enhance its profile as the second largest copper producer, a number of juniors with good financial backing are trying to define the next saleable copper deposit. Investors remember very well the successful run of different copper juniors in Peru, such as the transactions involving Norsemont (acquired by Hudbay Minerals), Peru Copper (acquired by Chinalco) and Antares Minerals (acquired by First Quantum), among others.

John Black, who led the Antares transaction in 2010, is now the CEO of Regulus Resources, a company focusing on its AntaKori copper project in northern Peru. AntaKori is located next to the Tantahuatay gold-silver mine operated by Coimolache, a joint venture between Southern Copper and Buenaventura. Regulus has recently signed an exploration agreement with Coimolache to collaboratively share information and better understand the potential of the district. “Coimolache have basically bumped up against our land package,” declared John Black.

AntaKori already has a copper-gold-silver resource of 295 million mt at a copper equivalent grade of 0.8%, which the company expects to expand this year through a 15,000 to 18,000 meter drilling campaign.

Black gave more details about the geology of the project: “Previous drilling campaigns at AntaKori found extensive skarn mineralization that remains open in most directions and is similar to other occurrences in Peru, most notably Las Bambas and Antamina. At AntaKori, the skarn mineralization is cut by breccia bodies with fragments of porphyry copper-gold mineralization, indicating probably porphyry mineralization at depth [...] [Gold Fields’] Cerro Corona, located 6 km from us, is a porphyry deposit currently in production.”

The other big region for copper exploration is southern Peru, home to the majority of the large copper mines already in production. The area includes companies that have been known for a few years, including Panoro Minerals, as well as emerging new stories from juniors such as Kaizen Discovery and Pembrook Copper.

Panoro Minerals has PEA studies completed at both Cotabambas and Antilla, although the company is focusing its efforts on Cotabambas right now. Panoro counts Hudbay Minerals as a shareholder, and has a funding agreement with Silver Wheaton to cover expenditures until December 2018.

Luquman Shaheen, president and CEO of Panoro, summarized the main goals for 2017 at Cotabambas: “The first one is to drill 4,000 meters on the oxide mineralization north of the proposed pit. The second one is to drill the Maria José high-grade sulphide target – we plan to drill about 10,000 meters there, with a budget of $3 million. The third priority is to carry out metallurgical testing to improve the recovery rates in some of the high gold oxides and also in the transition zone material.”
Shaheen showed its confidence in the current copper fundamentals due to an upcoming copper supply deficit: “The tipping point into a deficit market in copper supply may have moved from 2020 to 2017. Since electric and hybrid vehicles use two to four times more copper than conventional vehicles, 25% of the worldwide supply for copper will be used just for electric cars in the future.”

Kaizen Discovery, a listed company backed by HPX, has recently redefined its strategy to put its British Columbia exploration aside and work on copper-gold deposits in Latin America. Their current focus is Pinaya, an advanced project that was under the radar for the last couple of years due to litigation between the previous owners. Now, Kaizen owns 90% of the project, in partnership with ITOCHU of Japan who hold the remaining 10%. Pinaya already has a resource of 41.7 million mt containing 297.9 million lbs Cu and 656,000 oz Au (measured and indicated), and a further 40.2 million mt in the inferred category, for additional 319 million lbs Cu and 388,000 oz Au. “In these poly-metallic systems you are exposed to diversification very quickly. Having the gold credits is absolutely fantastic, I personally find these porphyry-copper-gold systems very attractive,” declared Tom Peregoodoff, president and CEO of Kaizen Discovery.

Peregoodoff explained why, in his opinion, there is a discontinuity between the resource value and the market valuation of Pinaya: “The property never really had a high-level analysis to understand the relationship between the known skarn resource, the gold oxide prospect, as well as the potential porphyry centers within the belt. The group that made the discovery focused on proving the resource, but the property is very big and could potentially host other porphyry centers, which typically appear in clusters.”

Finally, another upcoming player in the copper exploration segment is Pembrook Copper Corp., a private company established as a grassroots explorer eight years ago that is now moving along the Pecoy and Tororume deposits on the coastal porphyry belt in southern Peru, near Arequipa. At Pecoy, Pembrook has already earned-in a 51% interest from Trafigura after spending $13 million, and through further expenditures it can earn an 80% stake. The actual resource at Pecoy is 612 million mt at 0.34% Cu plus gold, silver and molybdenum credits, at a cut-off grade of 0.25% Cu.